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µ

East of Boonville
West of Yorkville
Past dusk
The first blazing day of summer
“Canticle to the Sun”
By Commandante Cardinal
A world premier
In translation On radio station KZYX
No longer hidden by the melodies of idiom and endings
A catalogue of reflected light
Bright beneath the sea
The reds and yellows of creatures
Swimming to the surface of consciousness
These were no Northern waters
Not needing the similies of ladies’ gowns
To reflect the question of sight
To be seen Or not to know
If this shorn of melody Is still poetry Then
In my headlights (for I had only low beams then)
The buck appeared
Whose presence I had not seen fit to sense
As he waited till a certain finality
Blinded him to a fate
He could not but await
For a Mitsubishi To zero him in
And like him I too was late
But saw him illuminated In hindsight
Spliced into life
Leaping up into my hopes
From his headlong flighty
And the cutting room floor
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Perhaps a moment means more
Than new math
More than my inattention Even unto A certain incantation
Of despair
Ernesto, my man, however deflected Your boring
To bedrock
By beret and possibilities of uniformity
Set off by boots and beards
You sure did piss off the Pope
And the almighty secular authority To the north
And I can testify
Your ministry (of culture that is)
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Had a passion
That we dismiss
As we do the refugees’ pleas
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But blood runs deep
When the body is broken Balkanized
And we need genetic markings
To deflect the distraction
Of hard stares
Is there just light
And does the same stuff cushion the deer’s leap to solace
In the vortex of thought Can I open
To his illumination
Before I hear his heart beat
Are our only choices
Perceived to be free
By a vision somewhere behind sight
Not yet colonized by fantasy
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Martin found the Word and resonance
And Bobby was a hope
Left in the mud of Resurrection City
How do we hear a whisper
While the wind despairs
“I know not where”
And cares to remain inchoate
In epaulets and naked, too
Don’t forget the tyrant’s intimate game
That’s the far side of my faith
But reason dismisses our lives
As sanctified by fast food
And the privileges of power
While Rigoberta rolls her tortillas in the wolf’s hour
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How can we commune with species
We prefer barbecued
Or mothers caught at the well by a barrage?
How do I purify my soul
In solidarity with lives conversant in sorrows
A life’s expectancy predicted – statistically
And perhaps accurately
In a special report to the duly appointed commission
ERNESTO, DO YOU SING THE BLUES?!
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The Outback is in dream time I’m told
So if I finally keep the watch
Could I certainly find the root thought that moors us
At last out of relativity to finally that unified field
Sought by that astronaut of interior space
Scoffed at by captains of industry
And their magistrates true to the rule of law
Always subservient to digestion
Even unto the prescription of a lethal injection
Administered by decree
CERTAINLY NOT BY YOU OR ME!
With the solemnity of certainty
After all life may be cheap there
But here where there is more to being born a Gringo
Than the need to know why
We issue our summons, warrants, writs, arrests
Without the nervous haste
Of our client states
For here the only massacres tolerated
By Masons of Free Will
Are futile searches and seizures
For meanings buried in Revelations
WHERE, ERNESTO, IS THE LIGHT OF SOULS BLINDED BY REASON?
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I saw several other Commandantes
Even one with a Stalinist thug beside him
But never you, Ernesto
Though Harry barfed on the fender of the Minister of Interior’s jeep
The leader of a line of pubescent Sandinistas
Reprimanded them for their jeers
THEY ARE COMPAÑEROS! HE SAID
But at the Ministry of Culture a young Poeta in the gift shop suggested
Spanish lessons for non-speakers
like me
Visiting the Revolution
From Mars or the USA
Harry said Before coke
Feast on another language A brother soul
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It’s wise I suppose
To remember Anarchists were also partial
To the Mausers’ volleys
And the red and black draped portraits
Of Carlos and heroes of their blocks
Now relocated Disappeared
Refugees from their frames
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And streets

in Estelle, Jinotega, San Raphael del Norte
Renamed to post-revolutionary impartiality
As though the Struggle
Were ever a finality of aspiration
As things now are obscured by the inevitability
Of entrepreneurial know-how
Not to mention relatives in MiamiFor Stalingrad’s deposed statues
Legitimate forgetfulness
Of the reveries translucent
In Liberations songs Of moments
And places here and there
Where we paused for our better selves
Who danced and sang
Sonnets untranslatable
Perhaps Berlitz will also wake my sleeping soul
REFRAIN
At last mired in toil and laments
Banalized by the short handle hoe
The homeless have stooped to conquer
Adrift on each endless row
ERNESTO TELL ME TRUE
DO YOU SING THE BLUES?
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Ernesto, tell me truthfully
Does anyone remember a Conquistador’s name day?
Are you counting on the movie?
Or has the Castilian steel annihilated all but the memory of the First People?
While rusted in Centro-America’s primal dread
The foolish genetics of Ladino landlords subscribing to the heresy of United Fruit
Ernesto, is your world all that is reflected In the rape of aspiration
Maybe Commandante Reagan was right
NO PASERAN!
For Managua is a suburb of Ft. Worth
And the belly of the beast is soft to the touch!
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shit, we can’t even produce Cadillacs with fins anymore That fly
To the capitols of imaginary continents
Populated by the hopes of the disabled
Not serfs at all
So long as we remember
The national pastime
Still true in black and white
13

(technicolor’s bleeding ecstasies marked the end of team play)
Small stuccoed adobe missions In suburban cul de sacs
Are all that steadfast merchants of death squirreled away
WHILE CRAZY HORSE RIDES ON THE SONGS OF HOME BOYS
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what can I bequeath to daughters
But words and gestures
And breath RAPIDO
Antonio said all things considered
It is easier for the mind
Among the exploited
Where the soul expands to find the meter
Of people whose heartbeat Has always been metronome
For the hectares of crops tilled
Disdained by puma and crocodile
Forced out of the alluvial brew
By Big Mac and Burger King
Who could know that Ronnie had a place
In Quetzacoatle’s story
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I lost my innocence of secret pain
When Archimedes showed me the place
His son had been defrocked
Reduced from totality of subtle space
To a few shovel fulls of sustenance
For cash crops On remote fincas of absentee landlords
Groveling in time
To the syncopated hype
Of corporate press releases.
Wrested from inchoate voices Of earlier times
He spoke with a calm possible
Only to those tempered by nightmare’s frenzy
Unimaginable in our franchised reality
They removed his tongue
Because he spoke his thoughts
Dreamed by Madison
In Ho Chi Minh’s voice
Is it you who make life cheap
Or me sitting here Trying to imagine
Innumerable generations Without hope
The future is what deadens the soul
Of all but the few Who know
The pause that refreshes
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REFRAIN
At last mired in toil and laments
Banalized by the short handle hoe
The homeless have stooped to conquer
Adrift on each endless row
ERNESTO, TELL ME TRUE
DO YOU SING THE BLUES?

µ

I have a dream he said
And he had been
To the mountain top
Where he saw
The promised land
And he said
Even if I don’t get there with you
And though we’d all like to lead long lives
No more taxation for a body count
In client states While we here surrogate!
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Can I find common space in eternity
If I cannot touch the Haitian mother hitching
Out of the 20th century
To a time where they could still barter For life
But then the general who ran outside
To shoot his upstairs neighbor
(he had a problem with noise)
Knew what North American kids know
You can’t like a girl unless You call her bitch
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In San Quentin and Auburn, too
Where Edison first toasted an electrically Condemned
Huntsville, Parchman Farm, Pelican Bay, and Attica, too
What do they teach but
THE FUTILITY OF TEARS
Where is there more Than meets the eye?
Ernesto, I hear that you looked deeply
Into things
And saw beyond dialectical hopelessness

µ
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I sit here cool under that smaller sun
North of your hopes
Is it clear though That the gravitational tug
Renders implosion more one place
Than another
When the center has no density
Do you write ex officio
For companeros Who have no Revolutionary ministry
But does it matter to the Managua vendor
As cordobas continue to fill
Empty baskets of tomatoes
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But what about the light, Ernesto
What is it without the fecund sea
To shimmer, to glimmer
The reflection of things left unsaid
While the exposed bones Of our moist mother
Only seen though the clouds
On intercontinental flights
Bring closer to consciousness the realities of those removed
From the island of fertility
In this orbiting desert Of who am I
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Where and when did the innocent
Sow their crimes
In your constellation of Being
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Jack raged down funky Berkeley streets
That the lab hadn’t the decency
To bankroll clean
Elliott Ness said it best, Ernesto
All things considered
BERLIN DID IT BETTER
And the reich didn’t bother To kidnap dogs
Big chested for cardiovascular research
Into our hardening arteries
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Maybe the Sudanese taxi drivers Had it right
Better the World Trade Center
If you want to get to the heart of the matter
It seems they understood
The impact Of Greenwich mean time
If it had fallen free of blood
Could the entire edifice Have withstood
The stirrings of Naruda’s forefathers
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In their urns Buried beneath
The Second Coming’s Tidal wave of consequence
If the innermost distillation of intention
Cascades into eternity
Might not the orbit of our lives
After materialism’s encircling
Belt of stuff
Is dispersed as through
Released from the gravity of mind
Reassemble from a cumulonimbus of light
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I THINK
THEREBY YOU AREN’T
Is the certainly of gringos
Desperate to grasp
What we lost
Never mind the cost
Even Sitting Bull said
If you lose something
GO BACK AND FIND IT
We all know in our hearts
What it takes to fill the void at last
REFRAIN
At last mired in toil and laments
Banalized by the short handle hoe
The homeless have stooped to conquer
Adrift on each endless row
ERNESTO TELL ME TRUE
DO YOU SING THE BLUES?
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Ernesto, lay it out for me
Like you did the Pope
Not to mention Cardinal Obando
Who’s is the last laugh?
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Ernesto, I didn’t learn the catechism
Should I order only rice
To go with the fish heads
I carry in my purse
Remembrance of those flattened
By the concussions
Of high altitude bombing missions
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Rendezvousing at coordinates
Between rage and despair
A shadow of the relentless
Mathematics of fission
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Casting lots for a fate not imagined
From behind the levees
Controlling the Mississippi of feeling
Explosions devoid of sensation
From a distance
Beyond imagination’s stealings
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At least the Contra And the generals
Understood intimacy
Splattered in the blood
Of Montezuma’s legacy
They knew
There is no corporate pyramid High enough
That you can’t see the ground
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If I sleep hostage
To a bare room
Can I catch the pitch of despair
Of Belize’s blistering shacks
Or do I need to leave my protected cove
To feel the howls
Of the West’s cruel Sarejevo flights
To know the refugee’s way
Or is detachment enough
If I brave the werewolf’s hour
Then perhaps I can find the power
Of untouchables straight backed
Under brick and mortar
Of the porter’s load that means more
Than the nylon flap of a flag bought
For a much photographed summit
REFRAIN
But the Serb’s solution
Leaves us without absolution
Raoual begs us
To drop the bag of ears
Of our inattention
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Ernesto, like the priests
Who took another’s place
For the Last Supper
Can you show me the way
Across the page of my inattention
To an action that needs not Quite so much self-effacement
Or have my years waiting
For the exact time to feel the hasp
Left me unable to bend
Low enough To smell the earth
Is even King City
Beyond my grasp?

µ

ERNESTO, TELL ME TRUE
DO YOU TOO SING THE BLUES?
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G

ateway to the Valley

Harry said
Santa Cruz is the gateway of the Salinas River
Not to mention San Joaquin transients
Seeking the sea
Coming across on 46 and the Salinas break
This little river flows backwards
North from King City
To the nuclear drainage at Moss Landing
Where home boy fishermen
Don’t speak the language of Carmel
Their boats don’t fly thousand dollar spinnakers
And they don’t wear topsider sneakers
We said we’d meet him at the campground
Where the dypsora from San Jose and Silicon Valley
Meet refugees from old 99
Rendered impervious with boom boxes
Warding off the spirit of self
And giddy 49’er beer busters
Who had ventured down the coast
To a temperate Tijuana
Were finally free To enthuse over passing patterns
And big hits
Amid the poison oak which replaced the Redwoods
That Henry Cowell must have
Filled the hold and pilled high the decks
Of packet boats beating north
Against the tide to build
For the first of those who knew how to value things mercantile
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Small wonder then that they said
“We gave away your site”
For your mistaken identity
Since we were clearly no shows
“And if you’d of read the rules”
“You would have known”
“We have to charge you anyway”
No wonder they now wear guns—
So she had to have told Harry
“They were cancelled”
So he couldn’t keep us company
To see the expatriate doctor
Who might tell us if my pregnant wife
Could handle the necessities
Of another life
With an immune system worn by rage
And teenaged drugs
And hypocritical husbands
Fronting for a sometime father
Finally finding one who had managed
To shit on the roof of the congregation
-Perhaps the Comptche brethren
Should stop reading other people’s mail—
And of course I should never have believed my wife
When she said looking up
“Don’t worry about, it honey”
“It’s ok”
Though I didn’t believe a word she said
But then I forget
That we are but pawns for a genetic plan
That makes no provision
For slide and decline
“They’ll chew you up and spit you out”
A bright eyed gnome of a man in saffron knickers
With brand new dentures from Market Street
Told me in a meadow of dry grass
After I crashed in a short field landing
But thinking Harry would find us
Amidst words
We lingered at the bookstore
Reading Bukowski’s last book
So perhaps it’s possible to attend
My truncated education by the foreshortened history in poetry
With poems acknowledged from Second Coming
And other sources
Reversing the way water tables drain n
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Remembering Pearl Harbor
Dec. 7, 1993

As I drove impatiently through Cloverdale
Past the mill and the quick stop
(This was before the scenic by-pass)
On an overcast morning
Remembering
Didn’t the Arizona capsize just now
As at that moment
If schedules, clocks, itineraries, plans, hopes
Are important at a time like this
Kitty, Catherine, Katarina, Grandma Kitty
Is fulfilling her contract
With the same earth that leased her forebearers avocados and roses
In the acreage prudently layed away
On the family plan
Secure in Ballard’s nurtured soil
Tilled with poignancy and remorse
Oblivious now at the trespass
Beyond the gates of native oak
This was the time
And there the place
Kitty would sign off from this plane
With Amelia’s last words of dereliction
(She had already jettisoned the flotsam of her cares)
Johnny who was there as she discovered her last breath
Saw her leave her pocket change behind
Old ordinance in Ballard’s time capsule
She who had shared in the little things
Struck dumb by the big
So that her small mundane presents
Became a nurturing presence
Even as the monster gorged within
On a feast of barely digested acknowledgements
Exposing himself in an occasional uncontrollable leer
While she doubled in pain
A belly full of shrapnel
But she’d learned to chew thoughtfully
The cup of her denial
I recognized his face though
Through the folded paper in my pocket
Or at least the sneer we’ve seen before
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And from the front page appearance
His docket now was just outside our scope
In a tortured meadow at the edge of town
(Picketed by the mothers of the disappeared)
Are we Johnnies-come-lately really so very sure
The earth’s pulse doesn’t quicken at the intimacies rapaciously taken
There the stream blocked by sheer unconsciousness
Just off the freeway
And sooner than later
To be completely thoroughfared
Choked by a race’s indifference to the small critical things of life
However a large naked cross and a small gathering
Marked the meaning of the place
Where archeologists could well find
The heel bone with the rusty spike
And the olive wood shim
But those there who knew
Hats in hand before the flowers
(The decks awash in tears)
By that stream running fortuitously
Under, over, around, between
The obstructions of our obfuscations
In the years of refuse
Dreadfully redeemed
By the curse on its free flowing course
But now the sacred site of Polly Klaas
How its waters a tender blue? For she left hurt
Scared Father, Father thy will be done
How did the Chetniks breach the Atlantic
Into our minds
While another very old
But with the artifacts, amidst the anger,
Of girlish trust
Dependent on a smile
Was at that very moment
(As I viewed old news reels black and white over Oahu)
Having her few ounces worth
(A shoe box full lovingly transported on the dash of an aged Coupe de Ville)
Dead reckoned into a plot
Old as memory
In one of the few grassy knolls
Left in her life’s budget cuts
(No matter the assailant left his chewing gum behind)
Who’s to say in the gathering there
Which the sniper deadly begotten
Would the one who never got to be
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Not gone but above those clouds my smallest said
“But I miss her still even so”
Would she rendezvous with the intangible form
Of one who hadn’t yet begun her necessary return
Latent, potential, fecund
And hand in hand might they demand there be
A full accounting
Of those implicated
In nature’s transmutation of matter
To a higher plane
Than our imaginations’ predilections
For the spirit seeps from an undiscovered spring
Above the timberline
Through to the thousands of Pollys with no memorials
Even the Sandinistas at least
Overcame our reality with street names
That keep a time and a place
Remembered
While we hurry to forget
The unnatural spaces of our nations
Flood lined by the names
And the sounds of our shame
My Lai, Kigali, Nom Penh, Bejing, East St. Louis, Tuzla
And countless guttural Guatemalan villages
Never quite the syllables of our heart beat
And thousands of Pollys
Swept out of squares, gardens, beds, hallways,
Mothers’ wombs
Seek the synovial rhythm of our empathy
Behinds masks and postures
So that the few heads bowed in Ballard
Must be for all the children
We allow to become old before their time
And we forget to mourn
Until they are a crime
Denied yet again
By the cast down eyes
Of their tormentors
Finding peace in their fantasies
I returned past the mission fathers’ last station
And hope budded among the handful
In a false spring’s luminescent colors
(They were magnified suddenly
Out of the transparency of a predawn’s pastels)
Near the shortest day
Beneath the fragrant plastic raingear
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As the sun’s scudrunning to respite
Violating the rules of visual navigation
Gave us a glimpse of truth
While a block away
The fervid recreationalists
Hoarded up the memories
Of bones and flowers
Bound for the Honolulus of their desires
Hoping to escape as a fleet
From nature’s demanding rites
Waved off as a phantom flight
Safely removed from reveries
On Polly’s gentle message
Still I did not heed my heart’s inclination to stop
(Though surely I soon will) n
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TAKUAN
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ON READING THE “UNFETTERED MIND”
OF TAKUAN SOHO
THE MIND OF ATTACHMENT
ARISES FROM THE STOPPING MIND
HE SAID
AND SO DOES THE CYLE OF TRANSMIGRATION
THIS STOPPING BECOMES “THE BONDS
OF LIFE AND DEATH”
I FINISHED THE MUFFIN
AND WANTING MORE
I LICKED THE PLATE CLEAN
WHILE IN MY HASTE
I BROKE MY TOOTH
SO I KNOW NOW
THE NO-MIND
WITH THE SMILE
OF NO-TOOTH n

THE LAST DAYS OF THE EMPIRE
now that we are allowed to see
and in this particular case on tv
russian nuclear subs
that patrol beneath the arctic sea
monitoring and being monitored
in the ambiguous ocean between us
have found that even atomic sailors
if confined and defined
by fear
can freak-out with more
than enough megatons to see things through
for though the old soviets
while a little careless with lives
-though they and we already knewradiation is catching
so at the final stages of the empire
they installed saunas with the caviar
and in-sub swimming pools
and they built them big enough
for personal space
to prevent a class action of lives
without horizons
much as modern death rows in capitalist
climes provide law libraries
and hope and climate control
though they still remove the toilet seats
and forbid touching of last minute visitors
through a little hanky panky between
condemned persons is condoned – though with condoms of course
for every correction officer
worth his salt
th
would rather be in the 70 precinct and plunge to the depth
of how real men hold sway
though wardens say
I would rather an expertly written appeal
than a hostage in the laundry
and nuclear captains say
even if they’re hungry in st. petersburg
in the last days of the empire
we feed our nuclear sailors
like comrade stalin fed
on bountiful harvests of corpses
for submarines like thresher and scorpion
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resting on the bottom
the barrier to armegeddon
rusting
from crew error, they say
even in an era of tight lipped men
cruising claustrophobic
with catastrophic dreams amidship
fearful of the implosion
of their thoughts confined
in streamlined coffins
haunted by appeals and soundings
while those on the surface
and the outside
haven’t a clue
a war’s going on
for the soul of our time
threatened by extinction
as we lay on the gurney
of our destiny
for the sentence must be fully read
and at the exact time
before the fatal immersion
as the valves are opened
for the submersion
of our moral space
in the deep water trenches
of relativitya secret place
I go where
None has gone before
Following my faint footsteps
Into places
Better left behind
In dreams
Or flights of fancy
Nonetheless
As I reconcile the reality
Of my nightmares
With those of others
I still remember the beloved sound
Of a childhood voice Deep within
Reminding me that beyond pleasure
Is a full sweet measure
Of a life cleansed By a vision of delight
Even if the translucent sunset
To my worldly manufacture
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Of specifications long laid bare
As unable to stem the tide of desire
Built on a foundation Shifting
To the pull Of the Queen of the night
For where more is there to go
But to a secret place
Out of the frenzied dance
Accepting the grace
To flower beside the wall
Of an architecture
Built not by plan
Of this ambitious man
But by a geometry there before
Words were mortared
Into the deceptive props
Of who I am
Of what I thought would quench
My life long thirst
Instead fallen in the sand
Allowing the tired cloth of my burden
To burst Sowing the seeds of me
In a comforting place
Or a least rolling free of need
To be at last unmired n
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PARACLESUS
Paraclesus said the defining signature
Of the so called Western age
Was paralysis of the will
And while we dither over should or shouldn’t we
Sarajevo and Kilgali are tortured
With machete and casual cannon fire
Browsing the market places
The Israelis like to bulldoze bedrooms
And American cops are liking the feel
Of the absolute power we have abdicated
Though to be sure most Norte Americana counties
Have more hospitals than entire third world countries
Where pain, vermin, and putrid wounds abound
The Serbs and the Khimer Rouge Seem partial to random terror
Systematically rendering themselves Safe havens from feeling
Producing only panic
Where refugees wait
While Brodsky reminds us
“America lies in its state induced moral torpor…”
But even then while Bosnia digs “Clinton graves”
Guatemala, El Salvador, Chile, Rawanda, The Sudan
To name just a few
That dug Eisenhower, Nixon, Reagan, Bush, graves
And only a few of us Ventured to speak – and I was never oneWhile in Mother Russia the few who spoke
Brought the whole damn thing down
And later they even fixed Mir
While it’s great that we have come from afar
To save the levees of Mississippi flood towns
Perhaps if we had dam’d the torrents of blood
On Balkan flood plains
We might have rescued history from the prediction
Of nightmares that will spare not even the deepest dreamer n
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another heart
in the final hours
of my life
will i remember
this and that
the small idle facts
to face
of fear and longing
or will i see
my translucent self
free of the gravity
of matter and
can i release any in my care
from responsibility
of small human needs
or is that the creed of detachment
made blind and heartless
and if that’s not quite the burden of love
then my dear
surely my fear will rent the plates
of my labored surface though
for of the study of things
beyond mere touch
where will i lay
if not beside you
knowing as i do
there’s a frontier of freedom
for those fit to swim
perhaps isolate
but everlastingly immersed
in the primordial sea of love
though i myself am all too sure
with the final tug
it will be certain for all to see
as i clutch the life ring of eternity
that i am not really free
nor do i truly want to be
of the ties that bind
us to another heart
love spe n
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FAITH
&

SHORT YARDAGE
I scanned the channels
Past coaches’ earnest tears
Finding, painfully
The inner truth of their bowl games
In human affairs and the market place
First and ten is not that much different than faith and short yardage
Playing natural or in a dome
Running your routes exactly
And making the big hit
While bringing heat to God’s man on the spot
The one who calls the plays
Even when barely audible
Laying him ready for a gurney
If you can If you’re really a man
Making the rules fit the occasion
Damn, what you don’t see didn’t happen
If there’s no instant replay
But if you make the big play
And they value you there at Frito Lay
And you’re on Monday night prime time
For sure you don’t need to believe in Heaven
To find your reward
For we all know in the game of life
It’s not what you do Behind our back
But how it looks Posed for a group shot
And pain can always be willed away
With the help of a compassionate contract
Just like any CEO worth his salt
Recompense cannot be fathomed
Except in the imagination of a third world despot
Who knows torn ligaments
Are the price of admission
Except for the early victims of spearing
That centurian never understood
Lead with your head if safely enclosed in a Spalding helmet
It’s surer than the heart
In the addict‘s challenge to the national pastime
Being way too slow for the leader of the new world order
Used to non sequential time
But as the coach of the year walked the sidelines of life Reflecting
On ten or more wins a season as a career
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I switched past the Doritos Bowl
And paused briefly
At the naked look
Of a human soul
Still conscious
After he or she gave them hell
I didn’t catch the sex
For I couldn’t see even on my life sized tv
The name on the blackened jersey
Brought to you live
But in black and white
From our archives
Our color commentator presents
The Hiroshima Bowl
For posterity n
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AGENT ORANGE

Those of us who died lingeringly perhaps
The bureaucrats would allege–
Of Agent Orange
We’ll never know how many
-But fathers’ buried sonsFound compassion in suffering
Witness the ranking guest of the Hanoi Hilton
And know about the museum
Of birth deformities in Ho Chi Minh City
For in the delta where we both were
The assembled rows of ready canisters
Had been newly improved with dioxia
For an enemy whose home it had been
Through countless ancestral cycles
Way, way before we ever circled it
On the amp
Its truth unseen
Under trees that will renew
Louisiana Pacific hastens to assure
It’s different here
When we cut to infinity
Since it’s all ours anyway
But when we there
Clear cut the canopy
Of snipers and toddler climbers
Of course practicing in their play
To be our enemy
And don’t forget mothers to be
Fearfully seeking refuge
From something they could not see
Deformed expressions of a people’s pain
But then corporate destiny taught us here that
Other people’s land
Was not even a possibility without our consent
And if they would just hand it over
We would have hurried in
To research and merchandise
For we have no problem with China’s Tibetan position
So long as their great leap has cheap labor
For our Sunday consumption
For Macy’s should have something to say
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About Chinese Catholics
Who don’t understand commercial franchise
Afterall Japan was ours
And now they love our rhythm
But the gooks never understood
The protocol of the Battleship Missouri
And they failed to see the need
Of a MacArthur Buddha
Which I suppose kept them from repenting
For crimes against humanity
So that we would never forget to subsidize
With a postwar investment
Afterall Marshall plans are for new found friends as well
And in business the last laugh
Is not till all the chips are counted
You know Mitsubishi can attest to that
And the warlords’ Imperial research facilities
Using the hapless to improve our know how
You know, of the frailties of the body
And then their scientists
Never helpless under our skirts
For forty years turning a tidy profit
To their handlers and giving us the know how
For better living through chemistry
Not to mention finding our own little Togos
Probably speaking French and English
Measuring in metric and gringo
But let the past live in the past you say
It’s old business
Why open that can of worms
When the companies that contracted
To spread the Divine Wind
Could never access our markets
Without our written consent
While the Japanese war machine
Breaks its gears on the free fire zones of our streets
And of course all this will be brought you on public t.v.
As a nature program
Of mother earth’s continuing capacity to adapt
To even man’s ravening ways
Sponsored in part by a well known chemical company
And viewers like you and me n
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IN A JUST STATE
My neighbor indicted me
Your nanny brings in trash
She does what?
She brings in trash
You mean long haired hill hippies
Who knows might be druggies
That’s right she brings in trash
She has no respect
For private property
And as for you I hear it’s a really big mortgage
You mean it’s not really mine
I’m not really landed
That’s right
In a just state you would be responsible
Your property which you agree
Is not yours in the intent of The Founding Fathers
Would be subject to confiscation
A good use of search and seizure
We would never let Alger Hiss off the hook
And your wife drives too damn fast
In a just state she would be revoked
But the highway patrol won’t drive
On dirt roads where she makes tracks
You probably don’t think like us
In a just state you would be held liable
And wear a label
But Ellis you aren’t even a Christian
But in a just state I would become one
And we would know if you wouldn’t eat beef
Or if you listened to Carlos Santana
Or belonged to a cult
We would want to know what you think
And everyone agrees
You have too many damn kids
You know, some of them will grow up To be teenagers
Having out of wedlock pregnancies
Then maybe making matters worse yet
By marrying a border jumper
Just what else can Proposition 187 do
But be for you
Look what you might cost the real taxpayers
In welfare dollars
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And you knew all along
It would come from our social security
You know they’ll think they have the right
To attend publicly funded schools
And still speak so they can’t be understood
Why in a just state we would know what to do then
Afterall everyone knows You are delinquent
On your property taxes
And if an earthquake comes
We have to be prepared
So that those that survive
Can be sure
It’s all our land n
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A COWBOY NAMED EMMET
A DEATH SONG OF A SON WHO MISSED THE WEST

His name was Emmet
Though he’d have liked it with two t’s
Like Emmett Dalton – of the Dalton Boys – who lived to make a movie
For my dad’s childhood

A version by RKO Later seen by me on Saturday matinees
Double featured with the life of Jesse James
(As Frank James lived to guide tours
In the American way of repentance)
My Granddaddy kept that Emmett’s Colt Peacemaker
And blood spoke holster
From a long gone Longhorn hide
Nailed up on a yellow pine wall with
Oregon Trail abandoned things
That weathered time
Under sage and creosote bush
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Along with out of focus bucking horses
And Old Timers with bandanas, Old Timers with wide winged chaps
And deep bucket hats of an earlier West
We liked looking back then
Not like now over your shoulder turned
I used to trick my dad into last week’s
Elko shows held over
Endlessly reeling out the last gun battles
In black and white, reel sputtering
Ranch hands too broke for the bars
Quiet in the habit of bunkhouse meals
Except for ‘short stop the spuds’
Here there and bars being where
Loners might differ
My dad was master of the sign and warbled groan
And the undertone explicative You know it was something like “puchee!”
And the beer would erupt in a breathy blast
He grew up in California when there were no effete estates in vines
In the Santa Ynez Valley, now traveled by gleaming symbols
Of middle class might in minutes
Where at 18 it took my dad a couple of weeks Puchee!
To herd cows from Santa Ynez to summer on Figerora Mountain
The roads over the San Marcos Pass had steps
For the heaving teams Sweating the harnesses wet
And fancy Santa Barbara Dry as when passed by
Coastal schooners bracing for Point Conception
Bound for hip Monterey
Wasted no water still iridescent from mountain streams
Undam’d On burnished lawns And European shrubs
Not found by the native hotsprings
Proof of the throbbing of this earth
Still only partially plundered
Only an indigenous few had been displaced

-
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As a very little boy I sat in wonder
At the livery stable
Enormous to me from down there
The smell of hay and leather then
Like backhoes and oil to mine now
On an Anacapa street unmalled
While my Dad dickered with the man
Who planted the giant fig
Roots making a boy’s horizon - At the Southern Pacific Station
Where he’d look the other way
As I put a dollar still heavy with silver
On the hot gleaming tracks – Puchee!

Inviting to the touch like the barrel of his saddle worn Winchester
Just before the Daylight steamed by
Gorgeous in orange and yellow
With streamliner plates by the boiler
Not wonderfully functional in black and steam
Beating time for the continent
Along the Road of Tears
Their cars loaded low with cannons and tanks the color of oak
For my dad knew all the incarnations of paving
The grand coastal road had taken
From missionary dirt
To the highwayman’s ambush at Gaviota
To the first highway hotel with livery for the car
The sign painted by hand
In a serif type later seen on the train station in “High Noon”
Probably collected in someone’s garage
You could drive to your room in San Luis
If your model T with its craftsman’s paint job
Baked by the sunset to a Mediterranean hue
Could pass the Paso Robles bars
Then we would detour to do business
In places like sunbaked, treeless Chalam
With caves left as yesterday Still grinding corn for breakfast
Now visited by an occasional gila monster
Or the roadster vision of diamondback
Thanksgiving was prawns in Bakersfield
A relief from bachelor biscuits hard as cud
but a bigger loss of expectations to a six year old
Than a dad’s inebriated loss of balance
This dickering, always camouflaged in laughs
Like tanks covered in leaves
With ranchers on horseback way before dawn
Only hot breath of cowpony with horsehair hackamore
As it’s always been done
Roan or bay, long maned and cranky
Creak of saddling and puchee!
At remembered rope burned fingers
The good taste still of hot black coffee
Left with the grounds tasty to boys longing to be men
Best in metal cups full to the brim
Now intimate with the oaks not yet departed shadow
We rode in agreed reverie
Some think a lot more grand than the fly fisherman’s cast to God
In the valleys of memory
While the cowhand greeted primal sunrise
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On a horizon of the present
Dawn awakening the smell of saddle leather, horse and sage
Past the parallel of dove weed’s lingering waft
Cows apart in ravines Not comprehending
They could be seen from above
While Vietcong cadre tunneling Like the Sierra and Rocky’s railgangs
Burrowing through the great granite walls to western expansion
While denuded Oregon struggled to become
Environmentally correct
Having left forest shrouded Halfway plucked clean
Loggers parallel parking their rigs
Full of pecker poles For t-bones of hormone fed beef
Still grilled in the window
The short term pasture for MacDonald beef
Increased geometrically On forests forever
At least LP and GP have the decency to block the horizon
With 24 hours of mill smoke
And they had not yet bothered to assure us
They were dedicated To never ending trees
Fulfilling their end of the social contract in stumps
And tour guided tree farms
Wilderness for the imagination was for an earlier time
In Chalam or other hopeful spaces
Rough without ornamentation
Before this fenced in place
We continued on to hearth’s Heatfelt warmth
Even if the facia lacked the artisan’s imported touch
No time yet for life’s embellishments
But savory with the smell of an everyday life
Begun with biscuits and gravy
Or pan fried steaks, country thin, well done
And Basque pies with the seeds baked in
That satisfied the soul
Guernica hadn’t yet found this age’s beast
Slouching toward ambush
While the Viet Cong would soon
Eat their fish heads and rice
With bleeding ears and cordite
Maybe those ranchers’ daddies or granddaddies
Hardened by two thousand miles of trail
Had put their heads together
To rid this vast rich country
Of coyotes, wolves, bear, cougar, forests forever, mountains without radar,
Not to mention the peoples of a troubling past
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And their sons would blindly volunteer
To do the same for Nam
But like diligent German Greens These deeply dug descendants balanced
Their entrepreneurial ways with an especial blood felt love of the land
(and looked after their hands)
They had not yet been forced
By their own progeny
Who had broken the cord
To forfeit continuity in grandsons and daughters
For Friday night cash
Without horses that buck, fences to fix, legs that break,
All night rides with a late show of God’s “Big and Lonesome”
Searching for your soul
And of course lost yearlings in manzanita, dust packed noses
Sun blinded eyes set in a badlands of wrinkles
Like the surviving gallery of chiefs posing for the
grandsons of sons
Just in time for Geranimo to make it to the silver screen
As a hero
And all thirst quenching streams guaranteed replenishing and fine

-
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My daddy who never owned a darn thing
But hat, saddle, utilitarian chaps
Bridle and spurs
the ornamentation was in the mischievous eyesA boy always
I think he was as afraid of capital acquisition as he was of a long life
For he was mortally spooked by the development
On his beloved land, oaked or saged, or left to dust devils
Of things that don’t belong
For my dad shared rootedness
With earlier peoples forged to the molten core
Of an earth already perfect
Maybe that is why he had so many friends
And no acquaintances at all
Who had endured with the baked earth adobe of their houses
No Santa Fe stucco then
Maybe that is why he could speak
Just enough Mexican
Basque and several Indian tongues
So that he could break bread
And laugh in the unspoken language of the West
Where – and don’t forget when – men still looked in each other’s eyes
Perhaps if he’d been
Director of counter intelligence in the company
Instead of his West Point brother

Who’d hung from a bar to gain his admission half inch
Then just maybe Operation Phoenix’s Young Green Berets
Who’d clearly never actually seen “Fort Apache”
Would have worn sweat stained Stetsons instead
And found a way to dicker
Before they burnt the hooch
Darn, even I knew WW II airborne troopers
Were clearly top hands
And the All American Division patch
Should never have been sullied
With the skull and crossbones of a later era
For my dad always hired Owyhee cowboys
And did what you should never do
Back then
When he shared is pint and rolled
One of that cowboy’s own
Perhaps that is why at his wake
-No crying there!Broke cowpokes and merchant prince ranchers
But absolutely no wide brimmed Drugstore cowboys!
Just the real deal dressed pretty much alike
In starched Levi’s and white shirts
Came from all over their West
Perhaps they too had reincarnated
This love of place and space
Perhaps this was part
Of Sitting Bull’s mission
To pass onto his tormentors
Bushwhackers red and white
The Broken Heart Way
Now the family’s hearth is left as if an outhouse
With the corporate acres worked
Right up to the finally faded Doorstep
Blocks of salt stacked where
Hopes and dreams were shared
The cold dry years left 1927 magazines with no yellow to show their age
I’m sure my dad’s liver was envious, too.
The human touches, the orchards, the planted windbreaks
So that life could regenerate
Now parking places For machinery deaf and dumb
Painted nicely in company hue actually an attraction for dumb kids like me
Numbered and counted So that old cowboys
Hiding from the pain In out of the way bars
Safe from the bulldozer Until found to be in the backwash
For one of the Bureau of Reclamation’s Dams
That have took the wild out of the West
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Where they practice their death songs And I’m going looking for them there
For cowboy poetry festivals
Perhaps that is why my dad drank
Though that is not what his wives said
They hadn’t behind them a continuing line
Of tumbledown ranches
In places like Deeth, The Mitchum, Tuscarora, Jiggs
For later when there was less headroom
In California And no open range herds unless Santa Ana
And El Nino tangled the wire for a week or 2
He drifted to Nevada Mistaking it for Nirvana
Where the go broke and die settler spreads
Had consolidated into practical sizes For sagebrush land
Where it took 100 acres for a cow to graze Into steak
(The IL, The Spanish Ranch)
My dad arrived unnoticed
With Bing Crosby and a bevy of magnum owners
Who flew in on private DC-3’s For round up barbeques
And a million acres of write-off
-like his wives California had come with himIn Nevada I would be sent to look for him
Passed out amongst itinerant hay hands With names like Tiny and Heavy
On the floor of places like the Pioneer
Across the street from the Commercial
But when sober Which could happen for weeks at a time
And once even for years
My dad could tell a story
So that the most contrary, unembellished
Saddle sore cowhand
Was roped and tied
And certainly even his son
Who was too dumb
To find the art
In shaking a loop like him
Was spellbound by words And gestures
And voices of the past found
In expressions and impressions
And tears of delight Puchee!
The raconteur of the West Lost artist of North America
Worked his magic With any audience of a few
And anyplace would do
I’m told best by a fire, eating mulligan stew
Even then I knew
The working cowboy was the real thing
As he used his art
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To tease taciturn men

To their lighter sides At the counter of June’s, The Stockman’s and coffee
shops across the West
Where the folks who made things happen
Found an occasion to dicker
After a predawn turn in the saddle
(So’s the heat wouldn’t take any pounds off the cows)
I figure he knew waitresses the way townies Knew their wives
Perhaps that is why the last wife in his string
Sprang him with tearful malice
From the drunk tank in Livermore
Where his Elko friends had me in an open Jeep
When she was finding the life
In the city by the Bay
Drive him across the state in a spring blizzard
While he threw himself against the riatta
Wherever he could see Rock or earth
The last time I saw him was
In one of those old high ceilinged (space was plentiful)
California Chinese restaurants
With descendents of worked to death Sierra rail gangs
That entrepreneurial achievement rivaling pyramids and walls
Not to mention federal dams
All done by imperial decree
There in Livermore rendering retribution in chop suey

I remember that I as a very small boy
As my littlest now follows me
With my dad On the old Alisal Ranch
Before it had a world-class restaurant and golf course
(I saw an old black and white photo Just the other day
Of him doing rope tricks by the corral
Across the river from the big house - I think black and white
Renders dirt and dust more familiar than color-)
The dam that killed the Santa Ynez
Generates no fossil free power
For the engine of our economy
Just the remembrance of willow
And wings Thwap! Thwap!
Clear to the missile sites at Vandenberg, Puchee!
Not far from mission at Lompoc A dusty town That had a brief turn as Hollywood
A ridge or two from the old Hollister Ranch
That ran herds clear to the sea Forgotten heritage of vacation condos
But I never knew him then Real good at his craft
But I do remember us in a meadow
I was probably scooted upon on the pommel
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He rode Mexican then, overly carved and too quickly tanned
I remember the vaqueros all still wore sombreros
For the old line California ranches then Were still Spanish land grant
Or principaled by caretakers of a lineage
That meant something to those who cared
Bout just grazing on the soil
Never imagining San Jose’s ten feet would be paved entire
The Road of Sorrows

-

Had yet to course its way
To a just vengeance
For the native labor that carried the timber
As entire trees to beam the Missions
Sometimes as far as the Sisquoc To Solvang
In that time that was shown to me
Neighbors gathered together Without separateness
For brandings and rodeos
A memory hazy with the dust of hot days
But clearly inscribed in my heart –
And they never wore their hats indoors
And when they went to town they shook the trail dust from their clothes
Later on Nevada BLM land
He was just as at home
In the last of the itinerant cowboy life where a hand named Arizona
Taught me to chew on the lope
There on the throwback great ranches
Prospering on borrowed government land
He was not tempted by the lure of the casinos
Or even the dealerettes
In little towns like Mountain City
Propped in ancient cuniform hills
Pungent with the sweet sage smell of afternoon thunderstorms
With more bars than houses
He was not tempted when out with the wagon
In landscapes we can now only recollect
th
In 19 century landscapes remote in Eastern museums
Just as the steak served in Nevada highway towns
Came from Kansas City packers over Eisenhower’s intercontinental asphalting
In that foreground he loved to hate the rain
Down the back of his neck
Where he was the clipper captain of his own destiny
He would come with cowboys from a hundred miles
In grey first run power wagons
And ’47 red short bed trucks
The splintery decks awash In cans of grease
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Barbed wire and fence posts
To dances at Jack Creek where he drank with a shout
And dodged the fights
While they actually fiddled “The Blue Tailed Fly”
And the callers also wrangled horses for summer’s hay teams
Powering mowers, buck-rakes, overshot stackers
While the dusty hands with pitchforks
Still listened for sidewinders’ quick rattle
Somewhere by their knees
And summer fence crews tried to regulate
This wonderful asymmetrical landscape
Sage-brushed high plateaus with strokes of incredibly distant rain
Restoring the tangle of open range herds
To the order of really private property
- Proper branding and goodwill having had their day
In the fenced in states Barbed wire now would project inalienable rights
Indivisible to the horizon
The whooping, prancing (for bowlegged cowhands rarely could dance)
musical melees
Of these men in just a few more years
Would be the market of field study
By French anthropologists
Only salesmen and rodeo artists think the West still
Breathes the sweet smell of simple things done well
And sure there is the odd spread with
A hand or two fifty miles off some county dirt road
That carries on against the tide
When my dad wasn’t buying or selling
With a wink and a grunt
For the advance guard of corporate owners
It being a damn shame but he could be Trusted
To make them Federal Reserve paper currency
Not even backed by metal
There in the silver dollar state
-And wouldn’t Mr. Twain have had a laugh
To find Family Fun Centers where quick draw artists Individualists all
Used to spread dread and disorder
Maybe the militias should take on a worthy opponent
And let Smokey be
However back alley mayhem and corporate policy
Sealed it with a kiss
There on the Strip
Staffed by retirees from The Company
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Te chain of events leading to Nov 22
Having passed through a man of settler stock
Mentioned in passing by Conspiracy books
A brother raised to live in the light
Made the mistake of a shadowy tryst
When my dad was in his canvas tipi tent
A day’s ride from the SL
With its welcoming oasis of trees
Visible hours away from the front of a plum of road dust
There he didn’t have to measure himself
Against the self serving table manners of pallid men
Whose gene pool no longer included A love of outside work
Made possible by strong hands
He was adrift and floundering
In the conversation of capital gains, write offs, and inheritance taxes
He could not be of a mind that did not include
A world of critters and solitude
And the rhythm of day-to-day ordinary things done
Well, Puchee!
Of the few objects
And a hundred photos
Gorgeous in the black and white of memory
-his wonderful rogue’s gallery of a life’s friendshipsOf his that remind of his life now
I have none
But if not the content I remember well
The way of the stories he told
Of the trails he rode And mostly of the folks he know’d
Through a West
Perhaps damned and sold
But still vibrant with soul
For in the old days
We were still a family
With a family’s dark secret or two
And with the nearest neighbor 40 miles or so
You could depend on him with your life
And politics and religion were left at the door
And the Fourth of July rodeo was bigger than Christmas
And when Clyde Beatty came to town With his couple of lions
No Broadway show had a more attentive audience
Though my dad was a wage hand by day
All other times he was the godfather of gangling kid cowboys
And of the patron’s son in the old days on the Alisal
Who shocked the ladies at Mattie’s Tavern
By playing mumbly peg into his wooden leg With my dad’s pocket shank
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Surreptiously passed
Of the few objects to be divided
When he died all those years ago
In the assassin’s year (and maybe the West, too)
His silver buckled saddle tooled belt
And his cowhand’s watling knife Came to me
I didn’t deserve to know where his saddle went
But instead of having those few things now
To pass onto sons
In a blur of inebriated comradery
The precursor of cocaine days
I surrendered the knife to an acquaintance
As we checked out a PT boat
On the East River With no engine Destined never to make it
To the Bay of Pigs
Shortly before he died of a broken heart
And trail weary liver
Having survived the crossing of the deep river
Of Jim Beam
There were two wakes
One for his new Nevada friends
And one for the ghosts of California’s past
Where he’d spent a lifetime of mischief
And a helping hand
While we no longer are able to recollect
That his friend’s dad’s dads had pastured stocked
In the grassy plains of the LA basin en route to their final homesteads
With my uncle

a living, Company spook
Mentioned in passing
In a book or two
Of the Gordian knot of November 22
We carried his body bag
Still elastic with life having just passed by
We carried him from the Cessna
At the Santa Ynez airport
There the railhead had been
Of the narrow gauge steam train
That had started him on his way To a Berkeley that still had farms
This was not long before Great flocks of Air America planes
Taxied to a final stop
Spreading the body bags demographically
Throughout the country of
Walt Whitman and other rodeo Champions
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Finishing the invasion
The British and then the Japanese had forsaken
Soon after Dealey Plaza
But a few days in the future
Many young cowboys at the Ballard wake
Told me about my dad
Bringing them to the Nevada
Of the last of the old days
For their first saddle jobs
Oblivious of what was to be buried forever
Beneath the hot sands of an endless night
So that the old ways could continue
And they sure did what I’d forgot
And what has taken me a lifetime
To remember
But at least I now have
A son named Emmett (notice the two t’s)
And another one who is not afraid
To learn what I know
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A COPIOUS ODE
TO THE REDWOOD EMPIRE
a revisionist tract

The Pomo people, like Hopland’s Europeans later
Knew in their bones the coast
Was a place to visit
For relief from heat without surcease
Not a place to live flannelled
In the Redwood Empire’s wet embrace
That is best left to spiders and newts
But condominiums of finegrained old growth
Panelled by our debt to those
Too primitive to know
The virtues seamless
Of seasonless prosperity
Found second and third growth
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- Eventually become pecker poles Made a life devoid of responsibility
For the final solution
Of the Vikings of the species
Thirteen and more feet across at maturity
Which
Are a threat to the tree farming mind
As lots of us like our wilderness tidy
And for sure the world certainly knows
We’re a people who would eradicate
To feel no threat from bear, cougar,
Even coastal elk
But most particularly from overwhelming thoughts
Even fear
Of gnarly old things that were here
When Europe tortured in the Name
Of a saviour
So why shouldn’t we have given the Pomos
A prison in “the land of many fevers”
Like we did humid Florida for the Apache people
And now professional baseball players residing there
Say, it’s just hard on the opposing pitcher
And don’t forget windswept Oklahoma territory
For plains Indians used to nature’s protective cover
Of river banks and grassy swells
For we’ve always had enough in common
With our victims
To know exactly what
Would eliminate without a fuss
Though the Sierra’s youthful birds of prey
Cruising west off my wingtip
Still come here to season themselves
Learning that a fawn ruins
The aerodynamics of flight
And these lessons are learned on the cheap
In the lost canyons of sheep ranches
Where the coyote is challenged
By packs of urban helplessness
As dogs unleashed join pigs and goats feral
Resuming revery on nature’s
Unvarnished truths
(I saw on the Learning Channel
that saltwater crocs have revoked the leases
on fashionable Australian beaches)
Now, the eagle, a scavenger in name only
Still soars scanning our scavenged hills
In search of an endangered species or two
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While in quaint Mendocino, redwood gas
Turns would be beret’d poets
Into bed and breakfast entrepreneurs
With names adopted from extinct species of flight
Tempted only from a lofty place
By the lure of lucre of the nation’s migrating hordes of
The relentless spectator and the adaptable bystander
At least in Elk in route south
To Pt Arena’s
Remote Reservation so designated by the BIA
The poison oak still grows rampant
Uplifting into aspiring homesteads multiple tentacles
Of one endless vengeful plant
Though that most evenhanded of rattlesnakes, the coastal variety
Maintains a safe distance from the incoming tide
Roaming no further than the Comptche church
While Ft. Bragg serves its just penance
Obliterating the ocean expanse from view
Hidden from its third generation dwellers
By the mill splitting din through the night
Keeping Main street souvenir parlors
Operating even when the lines strung on survivors of the species
Are wind blown down
And the campers convoy neatly
For the 4th of july salmon barbeque
While the peeling fleet buys its feast
From bluer coastlines
As the silt of ancient forests uprooted
Perhaps better left unsettled by our kind of human
Enlarges the coast toward the Asiatic purchasers of the fine redwood relics
Chainsawed to a somewhat likeness
Barely reminiscent of Paul Bunyon days
While the sons of company timber guys
Give the finger to Earth First sissies
And the same old working crew of environmentalists
Safe from the subsistence life
And only rarely joined by another endangenered species
The thoughtful faller
And sometimes by the gypo logger
Learning finally from his Wobbly forebearers
Heeding Cochise’s wisdom
To venture no further
Though an artful faller
Taking down board feet against the lean
Lining the fall clean
Is as much a part of the greater plan
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As an owl or any other fowl
Seeking refuge in primordial places
Dreadful to sun worshipping man
But balm to the sun drenched hired hand
Though most would prefer
It planned on drier slopes
Where beer is more in contrast
To the dew point predicted
Than where mushrooms grow
Behind the trailer door
But a certain lethargy comes over the land
Except for timber haulers
Grinding gears to the mills in hotter climes
For the fog perhaps dims
The higher aspirations of a man
Preparing the Empire for the potato famine to come
As we accelerate to third world distribution to us and them
But humans can be part of nature
Imagine from faded postcards
Sold at the boutiques by the bay
The sailors born on Mission Street
Earning their keep on packet boats
Beating against dangerous currents
And shipgoring rocks
To cable in premium old growth
In barely protected anchorages
Just off the edge of the deep rolling swells
Their docks no longer on the map
Not remembered as by Europe’s cobbled streets
Or echoing place names
Nor the proud handlers of two man saws
Their juice making the group stills
Fill into motion pictures
Posed around fallen warriors
From the earth’s distant past
Still it took needful hours
To bring the giant low
And look there at the chest thrown high engineer
Of elegant little narrow gauge timber trains
Hauling tourists now to a clear cut and back
Then creating a world of tiny communities
Of-rail-heads throughout the woods
But blacksmithery, boarding house, grocery, stable, saloon
All gone
Now the corporations then the companies
Import third world chain saw fallers
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Cheaper when untrained than to wedge the fall
While they export third world timber
At a third of the cost
- Who care’s! Break them all!Of our houses now founded on chip and glue
Answering the curse of those who went before
And LP now removes Indonesian forest cover
By the cubic yard
“Log it to infinity
It’s all ours!” said Harry Merlo
Still the corporations like to orchestrate
The squeal of protest behind
Their brand new feller buncher machines
At least here to hide their hand
In quieter lands of opportunity there
Where they can do for other tribes
The times have left behind
Whom even the Malaysians don’t understand
Exactly what they and their grandfathers did
For our coastal brethren before
Not to mention other numerically insignificant peoples
After all nothing is keeping the survivors
From rampant capitalism of their own
Shucks they can have casinos
And bingo parlors
And cigarette outlets
To their hearts’ content
At least until it becomes profitable
To merge them into the greater good
For reduced state taxes
For you and me n
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